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Abstract. The routing algorithms like Storage Area Networks (SAN) 
algorithms are actually deterministic algorithms, but they may become 
heuristics or probabilistic just because of applying biological inspired 
algorithms like Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) of Dorigo. A variant 
suggested by Navarro and Sinclair in the University of Essex in UK, it is 
called MACO and it may open new paths for adapting routing algorithms to 
changes in the environment of any network. A new algorithm is anticipated in 
this paper to be applied in routing algorithms for SAN Fibre Channel switches, 
it is called ACOSAN. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
This paper helps to create new paths for betters routing algorithms based in 
biological inspired algorithms like ACO (Ant Colony Optimization) of Dorigo 
[5,18,19]. The base of the paper is to apply these kind of algorithms and variants of 
that in Fibre Channel’s switches (FC), for package routing in an adaptive way. In 
particular the Multiple Ant Colony Optimization of Navarro and Sinclair and 
ANTNET of Dorigo are very useful in that matter [11,13,18]. 
 The reminder of this section establishes the history and introduction to the SAN 
networks, and benefits of this technology. Section 2 explains some key concepts and 
problems of Fibre Channel networks. Section 3 surveys some related previous work 
applying ACO to networking problems. Sections 4 describe basis for the algorithms 
proposed and the algorithm itself. And the final sections cover acknowledgments, 
future work and conclusions. 
1.1. History and definitions 
The increasing need year by year to connect disks to computers by SCSI connectors, 
which is a standard in the eighties in parallel connections, but not so fast as expected 
because of the problem that parallel connection have in front of serial connections. 
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Day by day new faster connections are needed and technology does not stop and 
must not. The Fibre Channel technology is a prove of advance, it starts in the nineties 
and it has an appreciated speed which is over Gigabits, serial connection, and allows 
large distances over 10 kilometers. 
 The external storage is a new discovers, disks not connected anymore point-to-
point to servers. Large storage arrays of disks now are the centre of the external 
storage, it may content five disks or even thousands of disks depending on the size of 
the company and the data to be storage, terabytes of information are connected by 
Fibre Channel to servers. 
 Brocade, an enterprise recognized in the area of Fibre Channel’ s switches, is at 
the moment one of the factories for Fabric topologies in Storage Area Networks 
(SAN). This company defines SAN as a network for storage and system components, 
which are all communicated in a Fibre Channel net, used to consolidate and share 
information, offering high performance links, high availability links, higher speed 
backups, and support for clustering servers. 
1.2. Providers 
The main providers of SAN and Fibre Channel spares are placed in Table I. McData 
is the growing company in the area, followed by Brocade. McData works with IBM 
and Brocade works with Hewlett Packard (HP). These alliances are strategic for both 
companies in order to provide a whole package for the customers.  
Table 1. Fibre Channel’s switches providers 
 
Cisco is showed as one of the companies with the grater rate of growing but not 
only for SAN technology, the company is in a privileged position because of the 
large quantity of switches for any kind of network. 
1.3. Structure and topology of SAN networks 
There are different topologies for storage networks, the three basics are showed in 
Figures 1, 2 and 3. Figure 1 shows a point-to-point network with SCSI technology. 
Rank Provider Growing rate (%) 
1 McData (IBM) 17 
2 Brocade (HP) 5 
3 Cisco Systems 36 
4 CNT/Inrange 8 
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Figure 2 shows a Fibre Channel technology based network which covers over ten 
kilometres. And finally, Figure 3 shows a typical SAN network of Fabric typology. 
 
Fig. 1. Basic SCSI technology net between disks and server. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.  Fibre Channel net for over 10 kilometres.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Fig. 3.  Typical Fibre Channel network in multi-servers environment. 
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1.4. Benefits 
Storage Area Networks (SAN) guarantee high availability in the nodes 
interconnected, allows consolidating information in disk arrays able to storage 
thousands of bits or bytes in a single point of storage. An additional advantage is to 
reduce network overload originated for automatic backups. Then again, allows to 
accelerate information access speed and makes certain fault tolerance. In case of a 
physical disaster, the availability that servers have because of been placed in 
different locations connected to the storage network makes possible to maintain 
unaffected the operation of a company. 
2. FIBRE CHANNEL 
Fibre Channel technology is a generic mechanism that allows high speed of transfers 
in long distances. It has physical definitions in the physical layer because of the 
transport protocol, like OSI for TCP/IP, the protocol tolerates TCP/IP and SCSI 
interfaces. 
In general, it is easy to provide routing algorithms for Fibre Channel, but they are 
not specified or even public in the switches architecture provided. For example José 
Duato [12] published a BFS algorithm for routing SAN networks with Fibre 
Channel. But biological inspired algorithms are missing, and they could be an 
improvement for routing and adapting to networks exclusive of need for redefine 
algorithms or nodes in a switch. 
Fredman, DataCore employee, defines Fibre Channel as a technology based on 
standards, innovative, functional to replace SCSI connections between disks, backup 
robots and servers. 
Fibre Channel topologies are three: 
1. Point-to-point: Based on simple links of connection between disks and servers. 
2. Arbitrated Loop (FC-AL):  Based on Hubs integrated to the net for routing 
packages. 
3. Fabric: Based on switched network for routing packages. 
Fibre Channel uses a communication protocol analogous to OSI with seven layers, 
similar to TCP/IP. The layers in the protocol are showed in Figure4. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.  Fibre Channel’s protocol, similar to OSI model. 
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3. USES OF ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION IN ROUTING 
ALGORITHMS 
 
Marco Dorigo [6,18,19], the father of an special biological inspired algorithms based 
on studies of ants natural environments and behaviour: Ant Colony Optimization 
(ACO) and ANTNET. In general, ants leave pheromone trail in the way to the nest 
and the food location. So movements are based in quantities of pheromone in the 
paths to follow. As much pheromone located in one path then higher will be the 
probability to go in the course of that way. There are always of course ants that not 
follow the most probable path for obtaining new sources of provisions.  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.  Ants travelling from nest to food and suddenly an obstacle appears (Taken 
from Dorigo’s paper explanation of ACO algorithms). 
 
As a general rule, an heuristic function is involved in the movement of the ants in 
the natural environment where they are located. If in the way between nest and 
provisions suddenly appears an obstacle as showed in Figure 5 [13], then ants will 
generate a new trail and the shortest path will be used naturally because the 
pheromone trail is strongest in the short path for moving from nest to food and so on. 
This phenomenon occurs because more ants travel for the short path than for the long 
one. In case of two paths or more available and two shorts paths are accessible then a 
balance of ants traveling on them will be observed (Figure 6) [13].  
  
 
 
Fig. 6.  More than one optimum path from nest to food. 
 
The load balance of ants is showed in Figure 7 [13]. The first chart shows the case 
“a” of Figure 7 and the second chart shows the case “b” of that figure. 
Dorigo [6] established an algorithm for pheromone evaporation, it occurs naturally, 
if not the search for new food would not be possible. 
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Fig. 7.  Load balance of ants with more than one path possible [6,18,19]. 
4. ROUTING ALGORITHM  
This section shows the basis and the algorithm itself. 
4.1. Basis 
MACO is an algorithm based in the ACO algorithm; it was originated in Essex 
University in UK. It was proposed for load balancing and routing in networks. It uses 
different ant colonies with different pheromones types, so ants of one colony will be 
repelled by others’ pheromones and attracted by owns pheromones. It is an 
innovative approach and useful. 
 It has three kinds of algorithms. The first, it is based in local update of pheromone 
values. The second, it is based in update of pheromone values depending on distance. 
And the third, based in a global update of pheromone values depending on quantity 
of ants going on one path [13]. 
 By this means, avoiding the problem of down nodes or faults in the network are 
interesting for adaptive environment algorithms. 
4.2. Algorithm for storage area networks 
 
 Thanks to the MACO algorithm [13] and ANTNET [18] as a basic idea, is 
possible to postulate an algorithm called ACOSAN for Fibre Channel’s switches as 
follows: 
1. It is used more than one ant colony in order to produce different kinds of 
pheromones with the intention to find different optimal paths of routing for load 
balance purposes. A routing table will be filled with the information of routing 
between nodes of the net in the switch. 
2. There must exist a first full filled routing table, it must be initialized using a 
deterministic algorithm, a manual default configuration or an existing table with 
default values of pheromone. It must be done in order to avoid the initial delay 
for generating the first version of that table. 
3. Cycles of ant colonies will circumnavigate the network of switches and routing 
tables will be updated with new values of pheromones. It will allow maintaining 
distributed tables all the time. 
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4. The repelling mechanism will help ants to go over different routes, so load 
balancing routes could be generated. 
5. In each cycle ants moves from every start and end possible at each point. The 
selection of links is stochastic, it depends of level of repelling and attraction of 
pheromones by ants, it is defined in the probabilistic function which is explained 
in the mathematical bases of the algorithm. 
6. Once a loop is detected and no new version of the table is generated after a 
number finite of cycles, the ants are destroyed. 
7. In the moment all ants are destroyed then a new cycle is placed after a variable 
of time defined in the algorithm in order to find better paths of routing in case of 
environmental changes in the links. 
8. Ants must update pheromone trails in each cycle in local (on every switch).  
And trail must be updated as well after a cycle ends depending on global 
distances of paths and pheromone amounts in each path. 
9. The pheromones are evaporated in each cycle as in the real life, if not new paths 
would not be found.  
10. The best path in each cycle is stored for generate a final routing table of the 
cycle. 
This algorithm can be applied in generic networks on top. But Fibre Channel is 
the primary target.  
4.3. Mathematical bases for routing algorithm 
The mathematical bases for the algorithm proposed are clearly established in 
Dorigo’s papers [3,4,5,6] and Navarro and Sinclair’s paper [13] and they are applied 
to this algorithm also, as shown in principle 1 to 7. 
The algorithm will be able to control attraction of pheromones using formula (1), 
where   is the weight of attraction for a link k by ant j, and  will be the sum of 
pheromone over all links available, the ant must select one, where   is the set of all 
links available for ant j depending on the position in the net. 
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 The repelling formula for pheromones by each ant will be updated globally 
conditional on the amount of ants in each link (3), it is the best result as suggested by 
Navarro and Sinclair [13], where    (2) represents the use of the link k, by total sum 
of ants of each types crossing the link k. But,  is evaporated as pheromone at the end 
of each cycle represents the constant of evaporation. 
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 The probability function for movement of an ant j for taking link k will be  (4) 
represented by   where   is an important  constant defining the weight that repelling 
will have for a different kind of pheromone found in the journey. Dividing    by   is 
sure that probability will be improved as much as attraction is greater, and diminish 
as much as repelling grows. 
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 The pheromones` update rule is showed in equation (5) without evaporation, used 
by Coloni [3,4,5] where Q is the amount of pheromone placed by an ant when 
passing thought a link, and evaporation reduce   in the amount of pheromone placed 
for each link, it is denominated evaporation factor (6), where T represents each cycle 
of the algorithm. 
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 If global update is considered by distance and not by amount of ants in each link, 
then equation for pheromone update will be (7) and factor    would not be used, 
where   will be the distance of link k, in route   followed by an ant j. 
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4.4. Probabilistic vs. Deterministic 
Analyzing deterministic and probabilistic algorithms in references [13], as shown in 
Figure 8, in general a heuristic algorithm will converge as a deterministic in similar 
solutions, but a gap is in the beginning of the algorithms. That is the reason to use a 
deterministic initial routing table for avoiding this gap at the beginning. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8.  Probabilistic/deterministic algorithms’ general performance [13]. 
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5. CONCLUTIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 
An algorithm for routing in adaptive environments is shown in the paper using 
biological inspired algorithms like Ant Colony Optimization. It will help to detect 
changes in the network and overload in some nodes. In general, evolving algorithms 
are useful to solve these problems. 
The need of an ACO algorithm for networks was touched by Dorigo [18,19] in the 
ANTNET seminal work in 1997, but applying those techniques to Fibre Channel 
networks for SAN are novel, it could be a preliminary approach for adapting such 
kind of algorithms into this technology. 
ACO, MACO and new algorithms as shown in the paper are able to adapt to the 
environment without need of human interaction in case of failure. 
Ants in the network are not a problem for high speed networks like Fibre Channel 
switches, if the problem of changing environments is solved by this kind of 
algorithms [9]. 
Mong’s work refers to the use of ACO algorithm in routing switches instead of 
OSPF or RIP algorithms. Empirical results using ACO in routing and load balance 
are encouraging [11]. 
Formal studies like Gutjahr’s studies [9] shown that convergence of ACO based 
algorithms tend to one, but this study was done for a typical NP problem: travelling 
salesman problem. 
A future work to this paper is to apply the algorithm in a fabric switched network 
[16], but it is not an easy task. Some simulations were done by Navarro and Sinclair 
[13] in generic networks, but could be interested to apply this modified algorithm 
based in ACO and MACO in storage area networks. 
 The repelling factor is the key for disjunctive paths if it is settled properly. If the 
value of are higher then disjunctive paths will be obtain in the final routing tables. 
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